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A B S T R A C T   

For Australia, there are only a few east coast low (ECL) databases that have been generated to explore aspects of 
ECL development, movement and subsequent impacts. Improved databases that include ECL track data will 
enhance future forecasting and damage mitigation on the east coast of Australia. This paper compares ECL track 
characteristics of a new low-pressure dataset, NCEP1 (1950–2019), to the recently updated MATCHES (Maps and 
Tables of Climate Hazards of the Eastern Seaboard) database (1950–2019) in order to identify similarities and 
differences of track characteristics that may be important for future ECL research. To achieve this, defining 
parameters such as intensity – used to make the MATCHES database – were applied to NCEP1 to ensure a direct 
comparison of historical ECL events. Although both databases display similar patterns in ECL seasonality and 
track characteristics, we show that the NCEP1 database identifies additional events not captured in MATCHES 
and provides improved track morphology of certain well-known historical events (such as the 2007 Pasha Bulker 
storm and the 1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race). Importantly, this research builds upon Australian ECL 
research and notes an improvement on the MATCHES database, with NCEP1 offering an almost two-fold out-
performance in storm tracking (track length and duration) and greater spatial coverage outside the traditional 
ECL box.   

1. Introduction 

An east coast low (ECL) is defined as a cyclone (closed pressure 
system) that occurs along the southeastern coastline of Australia and is 
generated from tropical or mid-latitude influences at various levels 
within the atmosphere (Callaghan and Helman, 2008; Di Luca et al., 
2016; Dowdy et al., 2011, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c, 2019; Holland et al., 
1987; Kiem et al., 2016; Pepler et al., 2014; Pepler and Coutts-Smith, 
2013; Speer et al., 2009; Verdon-Kidd et al., 2010, 2016). Strong ECLs 

can have a range of negative impacts, including strong winds, heavy 
rainfall, strong waves, flash flooding and coastal erosion (Callaghan and 
Helman, 2008; Dowdy et al., 2011, 2019; Kiem et al., 2016; Speer et al., 
2009). However, they are also a key water contributor to freshwater 
catchments in eastern Australia (Pepler and Rakich, 2010). For example, 
in June 2007, an ECL event recharged the Greater Sydney dam storage 
from 33.5% to 55.0% in two weeks (WaterNSW, 2020; Watson et al., 
2007). 

ECLs form between 25◦S and 40◦S throughout the year, increasing in 
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frequency during austral autumn and winter. Heightened periods of 
activity are influenced by frontal and trough systems. ECL sub-types are 
specified in Speer et al. (2009), Browning and Goodwin (2013) and Kiem 
et al. (2016) and include: 1.) inland troughs; 2.) easterly troughs; 3.) 
frontal lows; 4.) westerlies; 5.) ex-tropical cyclones; and 6.) rapidly 
intensified lows, also known as bombs. Initial ECL development occurs 
at the surface from strong baroclinicity (temperature gradient) in the 
mid to upper tropospheric levels of the atmosphere. The downward 
extension of the system’s development is influenced by lower pressure at 
or near the surface (Holland, 1997; Holland and Mcbride, 1997). During 
ECL formation, the low-pressure system’s western side transports 
southern-derived cooler air north towards the equator, whilst warmer 
air on the eastern side is directed south. These systems intensify due to a 
strong temperature gradient/boundary between the two sides of the low 
and cloud forcing from coastal orography (e.g. Great Dividing Range; 
Holland, 1997). However, the cyclonic development of ECLs is not 
restricted to the generic cold-core system. Research by Cavicchia et al. 
(2019, 2020), Hart (2003) and Quinting et al. (2019a, 2019b) has 
demonstrated the baroclinic characteristics and development of sub-
tropical and hybrid ECLs. Hybrid systems have a symmetrical warm core 
in the lower troposphere, coupled with a cold-core in the 
upper-troposphere (Cavicchia et al., 2019, 2020; Hart, 2003; Quinting 
et al., 2019a, 2019b). Specific types of hybrid ECLs consist of subtropical 
cyclones (Evans and Guishard, 2009; Hart, 2003; Quinting et al., 2019a, 
2019b), a TC that has undergone extra-tropical transition (Evans and 
Guishard, 2009; Hart, 2003; Quinting et al., 2019a, 2019b), and 
warm-seclusion cyclones (Hart, 2003; Quinting et al., 2019a, 2019b; 
Shapiro and Keyser, 1990). 

1.1. Australian ECL databases 

The interest in ECLs in Australia has led to the development of 
multiple methods and databases that identify and record events for 
research and operational purposes (Table 1). Early ECL databases such 
as Callaghan and Helman (2008) and Callaghan and Power (2014) used 
hazard- and impact-based procedures to track storm occurrence with 
respect to high rainfall events that lead to flooding along the east coast. 
Databases such as the New South Wales Maritime Low Database 
(1970–2006) were constructed by identifying events that formed within 
a specified vicinity of the eastern coastline (the ECL box; Dowdy et al., 
2019; Pepler and Coutts-Smith, 2013; Speer et al., 2009). Although these 
databases rely on manual and subjective identification of synoptic fea-
tures, they are still useful as a validation tool for ECL events in more 
recent databases (Dowdy et al., 2019). 

More recent ECL databases have been developed from reanalysis- 
model datasets that are regularly updated. Within Australia, 
reanalysis-based approaches include the Laplacian method (Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith, 2013), pressure gradient method (Browning and Good-
win, 2013, 2016) and upper-level geostrophic vorticity method (Dowdy 
et al., 2011, 2013). Briefly, the Laplacian and pressure gradient methods 
combine gridded reanalysis dataset fields (i.e. mean sea-level pressure 
[MSLP] or geopotential height), and then use various tracking algo-
rithms to identify and create a track for ECL events (Dowdy et al., 2019; 
Speer et al., 2009). This track is then added to the database. The 
upper-level geostrophic vorticity method uses various isentropic 
(directional) and isobaric (pressure) levels within the middle and upper 
troposphere to identify lows with strong cyclonic vorticity (Dowdy et al., 
2019). Each method’s focus explores a developmental property of lows 
that could be further used to define the track and characteristics of an 
ECL (e.g. the pressure gradient method tracks a closed low in the surface 
pressure of the atmosphere). More extensive reviews of Australian ECL 
database construction methods are outlined in Pepler et al. (2015), 
Dowdy et al. (2019) and summarised in Table 1. As evident by the 
temporal coverage (cf. Table 1), the more extensive databases are the 
Maps and Tables of Climate Hazards of the Eastern Seaboard 
(MATCHES; 1950–2019) and a new low-pressure database named 

NCEP1 (Pepler, 2020a; 1950–2019) derived from the National Centre 
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis-1 (NNR1)1. The 
more recent databases, MATCHES and NCEP1, use the Laplacian method 
exclusively to identify ECL development and tracking. 

1.2. The Laplacian method and datasets 

The Laplacian method applies the procedure from the University of 
Melbourne (UM) cyclone tracking scheme (Murray and Simmonds, 
1991). This method detects lows from local maxima of the Laplacian of 
MSLP (∇2p) and indicates cyclonic vorticity (curvature) – before iden-
tifying an associated closed or open low in the MSLP and connecting 
lows into tracks. The average Laplacian indicates the intensity of the low 
within a certain radius of the cyclone centre. ECLs are classified using 
this method by identifying the minimum intensity of 0.25 hPa (deg. 
lat.)− 2 (0.3 hPa [deg. Lat.]− 2 for extreme events), calculated over a 5◦

radius. 
The most commonly known ECL database constructed from the 

Laplacian method is MATCHES (Coutts-Smith et al., 2012; Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith, 2013; Pepler et al., 2016) that employs the Jones and 
Simmonds (1993) implementation of the UM tracking scheme. Spanning 
from 1950 to 2019, the construction of MATCHES combines 
pressure-based reanalysis data in an interactive user interface. To create 
the MATCHES database, the LAPv1 tracking algorithm (highlighted in 
Pepler et al., 2015) was applied to the NNR1 MSLP dataset (Coutts--
Smith et al., 2012; Pepler et al., 2015), with low-pressure systems 
required to be closed and occur within an ECL boundary comparable to 
Speer et al. (2009). Similarly, Pepler (2020a) has constructed NCEP1, 
which conversely employs the LAPv2 procedure highlighted in Pepler 
et al. (2015). Importantly, NCEP1 includes ECLs and low-pressure sys-
tems throughout the southern hemisphere, with a focus on the Austra-
lian continent and surrounding ocean. We refer to this NCEP1 subset 
from Pepler (2020a) as an ECL database in this study despite the more 
extensive content. 

Other than MATCHES and NCEP1, Pepler (2020a) also applied the 
Laplacian method on a range of other reanalysis datasets (JRA55, ERAI 
and ERA5) that are inclusive of low-pressure events up to 2019 (Table 1) 
and could also be used for ECL studies. However, due to their shorter 
temporal coverage, they have not been investigated in this study. 

1.3. Study premise and aims 

A disadvantage for most ECL databases is their dependence on up-
dates to the reanalysis datasets and manual application of the cyclone 
tracking algorithms to remain current. Regularly updating ECL data-
bases so that they are inclusive of the most recent events, both 
geographically and temporally, will ensure risk and resource manage-
ment protocols are adequate for the future. However, ECL events that 
have occurred after December 2019 were not included in any of the 
available ECL databases listed in Table 1 at the time of this study. 

Until now, the NCEP1 database has not been applied to explore the 
possible advantages of ECL track characteristics compared to MATCHES. 
The objectives of this paper are to 1.) identify ECLs in the NCEP1 
database, 2.) compare ECL tracks within the MATCHES and the NCEP1 
databases through a range of temporal and spatial analysis and 3.) 
evaluate the difference in the skill of the MATCHES and NCEP1 data-
bases in reproducing track characteristics of notable ECL events. Thus, 
this study aims to assess if the track characteristics of storms in the 
NCEP1 database 1.) are comparable to MATCHES and 2.) offer an 

1 NNR1: NCEP-NCAR reanalysis-1 is the original reanalysis dataset used by 
Pepler (2020a) to construct NCEP1. NCEP1 database: This is the database of 
low-pressure systems in the Southern hemisphere created by Pepler (2020a). 
NCEP1ECL subset: This is a filtered subset of low-pressure systems identified as 
ECLs in the NCEP1 database (Pepler, 2020a) used for this study. 
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Table 1 
Summary of ECL databases for Australia.  

Database/ 
Method 

Method of identifying 
ECLs 

Author Year Coverage 
within the 
study 

Reanalysis database 
variations 

Examples of studies Data accessibility 

Callaghan and 
Helman 

A collection of severe 
storm occurrences from 
Cape York to Tasmania, 
composed of a range of 
analogue sources. 

Callaghan and 
Helman 
(2008) 

2008 1770–2008 The database is constructed 
from various sources such 
as ship logs, newspapers, 
governmental and bureau 
reports, weather forecasts 
and reports of storm 
occurrences within colonial 
journals. 

Callaghan and 
Helman (2008);  
Pepler et al. (2016) 

Full database accessed from  
Callaghan and Helman (2008). 

Callaghan and 
Power 

A collection of ECLs that 
have influenced 
significant flood events 
from Brisbane to Eden, 
New South Wales (NSW). 
Four categories of ECLs 
are determined based on 
formation characteristics. 
Information was sourced 
from the Australian 
Bureau of Meteorology 
(BOM) website and 
analogue resources. 

Callaghan and 
Power (2014) 

2014 1770–2014 The database is constructed 
from various sources such 
as ship logs, newspapers, 
governmental and bureau 
reports, weather forecasts 
and reports of storm 
occurrences within colonial 
journals. 

Callaghan and 
Helman (2008);  
Callaghan and 
Power (2014, 
2011); Pepler et al. 
(2016); Power and 
Callaghan (2016) 

Full database accessed from the 
supplementary appendix in  
Callaghan and Power (2015). 

East Coast 
Low 
Database 
Southeast 
Australia 

Manually interpreted 
MSLP charts, reinforced 
with satellite imagery. 

Speer et al. 
(2021, 2009) 

2021 1970–2019 This is an updated version 
of the NSW Maritime Low 
Database used in Speer 
et al. (2009). Data are 
grouped on the seven 
synoptic categories 
outlined in Speer et al. 
(2009) and their west or 
east wind orientation from 
April to September. Other 
information includes initial 
date, latitude and 
longitude, initial central 
pressure and lowest 
pressure (maximum 
intensity; Speer et al., 
2021). 

Speer et al. (2021) The updated April–September 
ECL database 1970–2019 is 
available at: 
https://zenodo. 
org/record/4137957#.Ya 
cTBNBBxPY 

NSW Maritime 
Low 
Database 

Manually interpreted 
MSLP charts, reinforced 
with satellite imagery. 

NSW Climate 
Services of 
BOM. 

2009 1970–2006 The spatial domain consists 
of the Australian coast to 
160◦E and 25◦S-40◦S. This 
database contains 
information on related 
impacts, dates and 
positions of low-pressure 
systems – and is considered 
subjective based on the 
identification method for 
ECLs (Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith, 2013). 

Pepler et al. (2014); 
Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith 
(2013); Speer et al., 
(2009, 2021) 

Accessed by contacting the 
BOM. 

Pressure 
Gradient 
Method 

The three-stage algorithm 
is applied to a database, 
objectively identifying 
low-pressure systems 
with a closed cyclonic 
centre based on surface 
pressure. Backtracking of 
the lows to their initial 
genesis point or the 
nearest trough is then 
applied. Lows are 
classified from their pre- 
storm directory into ECL 
subtypes. 

Browning and 
Goodwin 
(2016, 2013) 

2013 1979–2019 The European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF) interim 
reanalysis dataset (ERA- 
Interim) is a global 
atmospheric model that has 
a 1.5◦ latitude/longitude 
grid of sub-daily, daily and 
monthly data in, air 
temperature, geopotential 
height and precipitation ( 
Berrisford et al., 2011). 

Browning and 
Goodwin (2016, 
2013); Di Luca 
et al. (2016); Kiem 
et al. (2016) 

ERA-Interim: https://www. 
ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datase 
ts/reanalysis-datasets/era-inter 
im 

1851–2014 The Twentieth Century 
Reanalysis (20CRv2c) has a 
spatial resolution of 2◦

latitude/longitude made 
from 56 ensemble 
members. 20CRv2c 
includes MSLP, sea surface 
temperature and sea ice 
boundary (Compo et al., 
2011). 

Browning and 
Goodwin (2016); Ji 
et al. (2018) 

20CRv2c: https://psl.noaa.gov/ 
data/gridded/data.20thC_Rea 
nV2c.html 

(continued on next page) 
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improvement on currently available ECL track databases. This paper 
explores subtle but important differences and advantages of these recent 
datasets, mainly in relation to the quantity and quality of ECL storm 
tracks. 

2. Data and methods 

2.1. ECL databases 

Both MATCHES and NCEP1 databases use the global NNR1 dataset. 
The NNR1 dataset is restricted to only include low-pressure systems or 

Table 1 (continued ) 

Database/ 
Method 

Method of identifying 
ECLs 

Author Year Coverage 
within the 
study 

Reanalysis database 
variations 

Examples of studies Data accessibility 

The Laplacian 
Method 

Lows are detected from 
maxima in the Laplacian 
of MSLP (an indication of 
curvature) before an 
associated closed low 
centre is identified, which 
is then joined into tracks 
using a probability 
matching function. 
The method employs the 
tracking method from the 
University of Melbourne 
cyclone tracking scheme 
by Murray and Simmonds 
(1991) and Simmonds 
and Murray (1999). 

Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith 
(2013) 

2013 1989–2011 ERA-Interim Ji et al. (2018);  
Pepler et al. (2021), 
2015 

ERA-Interim: 
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/f 
orecasts/datasets/reanalysis-d 
atasets/era-interim 

1851–2014 20CRv2c Ji et al. (2018);  
Pepler et al. (2015) 

20CRv2c: 
https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gr 
idded/data.20thC_ReanV2c. 
html 

1950–2019 Maps and Tables of Climate 
Hazards of the Eastern 
Seaboard (MATCHES) is 
derived from the National 
Centres for Environmental 
Prediction (NCEP) 
reanalysis. The grid is 2.5◦

at 6-hourly intervals. This 
database is used to analyse 
intensity, decadal 
variability, frequency and 
distribution along the east 
coast. The spatial domain 
covers the Australian coast 
to 160◦E and 25◦S-40◦S ( 
Kalnay et al., 1996). 
MATCHES is considered an 
objective ECL database. 

Ji et al. (2018);  
Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith 
(2013); Pepler et al. 
(2015) 

MATCHES: 
Accessed by contacting the 
BOM. 
NCEP: https://psl.noaa.gov 
/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanal 
ysis.html 

Pepler (2020a, 
b) 

2020 1950–2019 Similar to MATCHES, 
NCEP1 is derived from the 
NCEP (at 2.5◦). The NCEP 
reanalysis dataset uses a 
polar projection, with a 
resolution of approximately 
1.5◦ at 30◦S. The spatial 
domain of the database 
covers the area from 10◦S 
to 80◦S and 80◦E to 190◦E 
(i.e. the Australian 
continent and surrounding 
ocean). 

Pepler (2020a,b) NCEP1, JRA55, ERA5 subsets 
used in Pepler (2020a) can be 
accessed from Pepler (2020b): 
https://figshare.com/collection 
s/Australian_region_cyclones_ 
1950-2019/4944135/1 
JRA55: 
https://climatedataguide.ucar. 
edu/climate-data/jra-55 

1958–2019 The Japanese 55-year 
reanalysis (JRA55) is a 
global atmospheric dataset, 
based on four-dimensional 
variation analysis ( 
Kobayashi et al., 2014, 
2015). Data are organised 
in 6-hourly time-steps in 60 
levels up to 0.1 hPa. 

1979–2019 ERA5 is a global reanalysis 
dataset projected on a 30 
km grid, with a vertical 
resolution of 137 levels at 
0.1 hPa generated every 
hour (Hersbach et al., 
2020). This dataset was 
designed to replace 
ERA-Interim. 

Pepler (2020a,b);  
Pepler and Dowdy 
(2021) 

ERA5: https://www.ecmwf. 
int/en/forecasts/datasets/reana 
lysis-datasets/era5 

Upper-Level 
Geostrophic 
Method 

ECLs are identified based 
on the 48-h running 
maxima of 500 hPa 
geostrophic vorticity in a 
region centred to the 
northwest of the area 
used for surface lows. 

Dowdy et al. 
(2011) 

2011 1989–2011 ERA-Interim Dowdy et al. 
(2013a, 2013b, 
2013c, 2011); Ji 
et al. (2018) 

ERA-Interim: 
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/f 
orecasts/datasets/reanalysis-d 
atasets/era-interim  
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ECLs that meet the desired specifications of the study (i.e. MATCHES: 
east coast of Australia/ECL box; NCEP1: Southern Hemisphere, focused 
on the entire Australian region). 

2.1.1. MATCHES database 
The ECLs in the MATCHES (1950–2019; Coutts-Smith et al., 2012; 

Pepler and Coutts-Smith, 2013; Pepler et al., 2016) database have 
six-hourly central pressure and locational data and are identified using 
the Jones and Simmonds (1993) version of the UM cyclone tracking 
scheme. The database covers the period of 1950–2019. 

2.1.2. NCEP1 subset 
The second database (NCEP1ECL) used in this study is derived from 

the NCEP1 low-pressure database (1950–2019; Pepler 2020a; 2020b; 
available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.4944135.v1). 
NCEP1 employed the Simmonds et al. (1999) version of the UM tracking 
scheme, which first redistributes the unfiltered NCEP1 pressure fields to 
a polar projection, with a resolution of approximately 1.5◦ at 30◦S 
(Pepler, 2020a). The spatial domain covers approximately from 10◦S to 
80◦S and 80◦E to 190◦E (i.e. the Australian continent and surrounding 
ocean; Fig. S1) and spans the period 1950 to 2019. 

2.2. ECL identification 

To fairly compare the performance of each ECL database, the same 
criteria were applied to both MATCHES and NCEP1ECL. ECL events in 
both databases are distinguished from regular lows using the following 
criteria outlined in previous ECL literature:  

• The event must be a closed low (Browning and Goodwin, 2013; 
Dowdy et al., 2013a; Pepler et al., 2014; Speer et al., 2009).  

• The event must have a maximum Laplacian (MLAP) value of 0.25 or 
greater (Pepler, 2020a; Pepler et al., 2014, 2015; Pepler and 
Coutts-Smith, 2013; Speer et al., 2009)  

• The event has at least one track point within the ECL box (25◦S to 
40◦S and eastern coastline to 160◦E) outlined by Speer et al. (2009).  

• Only tracks that had points with Laplacian values of 0.25 or greater 
in the ECL box were included. 

2.3. ECL track verification 

Using the method and equation (Eqn. (2)) in Dowdy et al. (2011) and 
Pepler et al. (2015), a critical success index (CSI) was applied to 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL to verify whether similar events were present 
in both datasets. 

CSI =
Hits

Hits + Misses + False Alarms
Eqn.2 

Events in the NCEP1ECL database were paired with those present in 
MATCHES for the 1950–2019 period. Corresponding events of the 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL were paired with respect to maximum inten-
sification time (timing of maximum Laplacian value), latitude and 
longitude. This process was completed twice, with corresponding 
NCEP1ECL events identified within MATCHES and vice versa. Results 
from each test were investigated to see if the identified pairing was the 
same in both cases. A numerical ID system for each probable pairing 
scenario was derived. These included the following: a.) events present 
only in NCEP1ECL, not MATCHES (classified as false alarms in NCEP1ECL 
and misses in MATCHES); b.) events present only in MATCHES, not 
NCEP1ECL (defined as false alarms in MATCHES and misses in NCE-
P1ECL); and c.) paired events within both datasets (hits in both). 

Cases that required manual intervention involved track investigation 
through a range of variables. These variables include the time of 
occurrence, MLAP value, time at MLAP, the distance between the paired 
tracks, spatial extent, longitude, latitude and, when available, MSLP 
charts from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) archive (BOM, 
2021). In addition, some mismatches in pairings revealed that certain 
tracks in MATCHES were affected by splitting into several segments, an 
example of which is given in Fig. 1. When manually merging these 
tracks, several factors were considered, including the distance between 
two temporally adjacent data points (i.e. last and first track points of two 
consecutive tracks, respectively) and the tracking behaviour immedi-
ately before and after the split. For the CSI calculation, the tracks were 
sorted into hits, misses and false alarms. 

2.4. ECL track length and duration 

The differences in track length (km) and duration (days) in the 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL databases were examined. The length trav-
elled by the ECL was calculated using the haversine equation (outlined 
in Laurencin and Misra, 2019). Briefly, the consecutive distance be-
tween coordinates was derived and summed together to produce an 
overall track length. Differences in the duration of ECLs in the MATCHES 
and NCEP1ECL databases were examined with a paired Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test (a non-parametric version of a t-test). 

2.5. ECL prevalence across the spatial domain 

The frequency and location of ECLs (defined by the criteria in Section 
2.2) in the two databases were compared using raster density plots. This 

Fig. 1. A.) An example from MATCHES showing the "split" nature of some tracks in the database. B.) Multiple tracks from A.) have been merged into one MATCHES 
track. C.) The merged MATCHES track compared with its paired NCEP1ECL track. 
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analysis used the raster count and mapping function in ArcGIS at a cell 
size of 52 km by 52 km using the Geoscience Australia Lambert 1994 
projection (GDA 1994). This procedure was applied to the NCEP1ECL and 
MATCHES databases, generating a spatial representation of the fre-
quency of all ECLs between 1950 and 2019 at each grid cell location. 
Each data point within the track was counted once by classifying the 
raster feature from the track ID (after split tracks had been merged). 

2.6. Long-term and seasonal trends in the ECL databases 

Using the method outlined in Gray et al. (2020), monthly spaghetti 
plots of ECL tracks were created to compare MATCHES and NCEP1ECL 
from 1950 to 2019. Monthly seasonality was compared through a box-
plot distribution and a timeseries of the total number of ECLs (per month 
and per season). The statistical differences between the two databases 
were tested using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (for linear trends) and a 
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (difference in distribution; Corder 
and Foreman, 2014; NCSS Statistical Software, 2020). 

A CUSUM distribution-free test was applied to the seasonal times-
eries (three-month period; Fig. S7) using the TREND eWater Toolkit 
(Chiew and Siriwardena, 2005). The CUSUM method split each times-
eries into the pre- and post-satellite period, combined with 1000 boot-
strapping iterations for each sample. A negative (positive) test statistic 
indicates that the mean of the latter section is higher (lower), suggesting 
an increasing (decreasing) trend (Chiew and Siriwardena, 2005). 

2.7. Case studies 

Two examples of well-known ECLs were chosen to compare and 
contrast the individual tracks represented in MATCHES and NCEP1ECL. 
The Pasha Bulker storm has been extensively examined (Callaghan and 
Helman, 2008; Verdon-Kidd et al., 2010, 2016) and highlighted by the 
media because of the extensive damage it caused. The 1998 Boxing Day 
ECL during the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race is included as a comparison 
due to its widespread media coverage, the associated fatalities 
(Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience, 2020; Greenslade, 2001; 
Mills, 2001) and its more unusual, relatively southern location. The ECLs 
that corresponded to the same date and location were retrieved and 
compared from both databases. An unequal variance t-test was applied 
to determine if the mean track distribution of each storm was statisti-
cally significantly different (Sharma et al., 2019). This test took the 
mean of each paired set of latitude and longitude points and compared 
them at a significance threshold of 0.05. The minimum MSLP (MSLPmin) 
of each of these four tracks was compared with synoptic charts from the 
BOM (1998, 2007, 2021) and Buckley and Leslie (2000). 

3. Results 

3.1. ECL track comparisons 

The NCEP1ECL has an overall total of 1996 tracks over the 

1950–2019 period (Table 2). Before the track merging, MATCHES had 
2158 individual tracks (inclusive of smaller events with two data 
points). However, this decreased to 1928 tracks as 230 were merged 
through our validation and cross-reference process. NCEP1ECL tracks are 
more extensive in duration, length and power than those in MATCHES 
(overall – and more subtly within the ECL box; Table 2). 

The results of the events pairing from 1950 to 2019 in the MATCHES 
and NCEP1ECL were investigated using a CSI (Table 3). The CSI from 
1950 to 2019 for MATCHES was higher (80.29%) than for NCEP1ECL 
(77.92%). This can be attributed to the larger number of tracks in 
NCEP1ECL. NCEP1ECL had an equal number of hits with an increased 
number of misses and false alarms than MATCHES (Table 3). A CSI score 
was calculated for the pre-satellite (1950–1978) and the post-satellite 
(1979–2019) period to ensure there was no bias (Table S1). Both pe-
riods showed a negligible difference when compared. Importantly, 
tracks categorised as false alarms may be correctly identified tracks that 
were missed by the other dataset. However, they were not included as a 
hit for the CSI. For our CSI classification, a false alarm in NCEP1ECL is a 
miss in MATCHES, and a false alarm in MATCHES is a miss in NCEP1ECL. 

Basic characteristics of the false alarms and misses (an event present 
in one database but not in the other) were investigated with respect to 
the CSI in order to see if there were prominent differences between each 
database (Fig. 2 and Table 4). False alarms and misses were more (less) 
prominent in NCEP1ECL (MATCHES), with 449 (381) tracks being clas-
sified during the CSI process. Track length, duration and MLAP values 
are shorter/lower for missed and false alarm tracks when compared to 
the hits (events that occur within both databases; Table 4). For both 
categories (hits vs false alarms/misses), NCEP1ECL tracks were more 
extensive (longer and more powerful) than those in MATCHES, in 
agreement with the results for the full datasets (Table 2). False alarms in 
the NCEP1ECL increase between July to November. Conversely, in 
MATCHES, more false alarms were evident in June and December 
(Fig. 2; Table S6). 

The distributions for track length and track duration for both data-
sets are right-skewed (Fig. 3). MATCHES (NCEP1ECL) had a higher track 
count with a shorter (longer) duration (Fig. 3A) and length (Fig. 3B). In 
addition, the top panels of Fig. 3A and B displays the difference in length 
and duration of paired ECL tracks, with the attributes of individual, 
paired MATCHES ECL events subtracted from the corresponding NCE-
P1ECL ECLs. The negative values of the top-panel curves in Fig. 3A and B 
illustrate the instances where the length (16.68%) or duration (15.19%) 
of the MATCHES track exceeded the corresponding NCEP1ECL track. In 
contrast, NCEP1ECL exceeded the track duration (75.89%) and length 
(83.32%) of the paired track within MATCHES in most instances. A two- 
sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to examine the statistical 
significance of whether NCEP1ECL tracks were different in length and 
duration compared to their paired MATCHES counterparts. NCEP1ECL 
tracks are longer with respect to length and time than those within the 
MATCHES database (p-value of <0.001, two-sided Wilcoxon signed- 
rank test). 

3.2. Density distribution of ECLs in MATCHES and NCEP1ECL 

The spatial extent of ECLs represented in the MATCHES and NCE-
P1ECL databases are similar (Fig. 4). The area with the highest count of 
ECL tracks is located in the southeastern section of the ECL box for both 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL. However, the higher counts are located more 
centrally in the ECL box of MATCHES than in NCEP1ECL. In contrast, the 
highest density region is located in the eastern part of the ECL box for 

Table 2 
Number of tracks, average track length and track duration for MATCHES and 
NCEP1ECL databases. Data denoted by the asterisk (*) are for NCEP1ECL.   

MATCHES NCEP1 

Number of unfiltered tracks 3889 56361 
Number of tracks in each subset (filtered for ECL, 

unmerged) 
2158 1996* 

Number of tracks (merged) 1928 1996* 
Mean track duration (days) 2.49 4.27* 
Mean track length (km) 1782.31 3690.76* 
Mean max Laplacian 0.48 0.70* 
Mean track duration in ECL box (days) 1.013 1.088* 
Mean track length in ECL box (km) 566.84 679.37* 
Mean max Laplacian of tracks in the ECL box 0.44 0.54*  

Table 3 
The CSI index for each dataset.   

Hits Misses False Alarms CSI (%) 

MATCHES vs NCEP1ECL 1547 209 172 80.24 
NCEP1ECL vs MATCHES 1547 328 121 77.51  
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NCEP1ECL. In addition, there are a higher number of events in NCEP1ECL 
that have a tropical (tracks that transgress north of 25◦) and western 
(events that start and travel from west of 140◦E) influence. The NCEP1 
low-pressure database (rather than NCEP1ECL) includes many additional 
low-pressure systems over a larger areal extent (Fig. S1) and may be 
useful if the definition of ECLs evolves in the future. Higher density areas 
within NCEP1 (Fig. S1B) correlate with the Pilbara (Western Australia) 
and Cloncurry (Queensland) heat lows (area of decreased surface pres-
sure that is caused by intense daytime heating; Lavender, 2017; Sturman 
and Tapper, 2005; Tapper and Hurry, 1933). 

3.3. Long-term and seasonal trends in ECLs 

Monthly track plots illustrate the distribution of ECL events from 
1950 to 2019 (Fig. 5). Tracks within the warmer months (February; 
Fig. 5A) have a more tropical origin than the cooler seasons (August; 
Fig. 5B) when tracks are more westerly oriented. Tracks with an inland 
origin are commonly observed in transitional months (Fig. 5C). For these 
transition months, many westerly tracks are only found in NCEP1ECL and 
not in MATCHES (all months shown in Fig. S2). 

The monthly track results reveal differences in the number of ECLs 

forming either inside or outside the ECL box for the two databases 
(Fig. 6, Table 5). Events within the MATCHES database have a higher 
monthly percentage of ECL tracks with a genesis in the ECL box. This is 
expected, as the NCEP1ECL includes more, longer ECL tracks that travel 
through the ECL box but do not originate within that area. Within the 
ECL box, there are no apparent patterns or differences in the locations of 
ECL genesis between the two datasets. However, there is a slight shift of 
ECL genesis to the south in both databases in the colder months (Fig. 6C 
and D). In both databases, the percentage of tracks that start within the 
box increases in the austral autumn and winter months (Table 5). 

ECL seasonality is evident in both datasets, with ECLs increasing in 
frequency in the colder months (April–September; Fig. 7). This season-
ality is more prominent in MATCHES than NCEP1ECL. Outliers are more 
conspicuous within NCEP1ECL boxplots than MATCHES, especially in 
June and November. During these months, ECL numbers in NCEP1ECL 
vary relatively consistently between one and four (compared to the 
larger range registered by MATCHES). The median number of ECLs 
during January (0.254), July (0.0257), August (0.0452) and December 
(0.461) were significantly different between the two datasets at α = 0.05 
(Table 6). 

Both NCEP1ECL and MATCHES show comparable periods of 
enhanced and reduced ECL activity from 1950 to 2019 (Fig. 8). For 
example, both NCEP1ECL and MATCHES exhibit reduced ECL activity 
since approximately 2005. No significant long-term linear trends for 
either timeseries was identified by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 
Further, no discernible difference in the distribution of the two datasets 
was identified, as confirmed by the non-significant result of the two- 
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Additional tests for step-changes 
(CUSUM) applied to the seasonal (three-month; Fig. S7) ECL times-
eries also conveyed no significant trend (Table S2 and Table S3). 

3.4. Case studies of significant notable ECL events 

Comparing the representations of tracks for two significant ECL 
storms (the 1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race and the Pasha Bulker 
storm ECLs) in the MATCHES and NCEP1ECL databases reveals func-
tional differences in track length and characterisation (Table 7, Fig. 9, 

Fig. 2. Monthly distribution of both false alarms and misses in MATCHES (black) and NCEP1ECL (blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 4 
The comparison of track duration and track length for false alarms and misses 
against hits for both datasets.   

Hits False Alarms/Misses 

MATCHES NCEP1 MATCHES NCEP1 

Mean track length (km) 1985.01 3859.34 959.29 3109.91 
Mean track duration (days) 2.78 4.59 1.31 3.16 
Mean max Laplacian 0.51 0.73 0.37 0.61 
Mean track length in ECL box 

(km) 
566.84 679.37 257.82 324.92 

Mean track duration in ECL box 
(days) 

1.01 1.09 0.45 0.38 

Mean max Laplacian of tracks 
in the ECL box 

0.44 0.54 0.32 0.36  
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Table S7). For both storms, the MLAP value of the MATCHES tracks is 
lower than in NCEP1ECL, thus suggesting less intense ECLs in MATCHES. 
However, for the Pasha Bulker storm, MSLPmin is higher (less intense) in 
the NCEP1ECL than the paired event in MATCHES. 

For these two storms, there is a slight difference (~3 hPa) in the 
MSLPmin derived from MATCHES and NCEP1ECL. For the 2007 Pasha 
Bulker storm, minimum MSLPs on synoptic charts (998 hPa; BOM 
(2007, 2021)) correspond more closely to the MATCHES MSLPmin value 

(998.82 hPa), whereas NCEP1ECL (1001.1 hPa) underestimates the in-
tensity at the time minimum pressure occurred (8 June 2007 at 6 p.m.). 

The ECL event during the 1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race, as 
derived from NCEP1ECL, peaks at the last point of the track (29 
December 1998 at 6 p.m.). By that time, the ECL moved outside the area 
shown on Australian MSLP charts, and the associated MSLPmin of NCE-
P1ECL could thus not be compared to the synoptic maps. Therefore, the 
track comparison for the 1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race analysis 

Fig. 3. Histogram of A.) the track duration (days) and B.) the track length (km) of NCEP1ECL (blue) and MATCHES (black). The distribution of the difference between 
NCEP1ECL and MATCHES is highlighted by the black line (top panels). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
Web version of this article.) 
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uses the time-step when the MSLPmin occurred in MATCHES (27 
December at 12 a.m.), that timing of peak intensity also supported by 
Buckley and Leslie (2000). Synoptic charts from the BOM (1998) 
approximated the pressure of the low to slightly below 988 hPa. 
Conversely, Buckley and Leslie (2000) stated that the peak intensity of 
the storm had a central pressure of 978 hPa. Pressure within the 
MATCHES (984.66 hPa) database is closer to the Buckley and Leslie 
(2000) central pressure, whereas NCEP1ECL (987.92 hPa) is nearer to the 
BOM. With respect to this storm, the pressure difference between 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL was minor, especially as the likelihood of 
either database capturing the moment of maximum strength is relatively 
low given the spatial and temporal resolution of NNR1 (Di-Luca et al., 
2015; Eichler and Gottschalck, 2013). 

The 1998 Sydney to Hobart ECL event had the most significant dif-
ference in track morphology represented in the two databases (Fig. 9A). 
The MATCHES track for this event was very short in length compared to 
NCEP1ECL and contained no data points within the ECL box. As a result, 
this iconic event would not have been included in studies that define 
ECLs based on the presence of a single point in the arbitrary ECL box. 
Conversely, the NCEP1ECL track length and duration for this event was 
more extensive and contained one point in the ECL box. 

In contrast, the tracks of the Pasha Bulker ECL are similar in the 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL databases. Despite their similarities, there are 
still intriguing differences in the track representations. For example, the 
NCEP1ECL track for the Pasha Bulker storm (Fig. 9B) remains offshore 
and is positioned a little further northward than the MATCHES track that 

Fig. 4. Density (count per cell) of the ECL-filtered datasets of MATCHES A.) and NCEP1ECL B.) from 1950 to 2019. Cells are coloured based on the number of points 
that occur within the area. Areas with a higher count are highlighted by warmer colours. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. Examples of seasonal tracks from NCEP1ECL (blue) and MATCHES (black) from 1950 to 2019. A.) demonstrates track characteristics for warmer months 
(February). B.) conveys track characteristics for cooler months (August), and C.) illustrates the nature of tracks in transitional months (November). (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. February (A. and B.), August (C. and D.) and November (E. and F.) genesis points of monthly ECL events in the MATCHES (A., C. and E.) and NCEP1ECL (B., D. 
and F.) database from 1950 to 2019. Genesis points are only shown for tracks that originated within the ECL box. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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crosses onto land. 
The mean latitudinal positioning of the 1998 Sydney to Hobart ECL 

tracks was statistically different between MATCHES and NCEP1ECL 
(Table S7; p < 0.001, tstat = 4.029, two-sample t-test of means). No 
statistically significant difference between the mean track longitude or 
latitude coordinates between the two datasets was established for the 
Pasha Bulker storm. The northerly bias of the 1998 Sydney to Hobart 
NCEP1ECL track is consistent with the observation that MATCHES ECLs 
are located more centrally in the ECL box compared to NCEP1ECL. 

4. Discussion 

The aim of this study was to compare and contrast the representation 
of ECL tracks in the NCEP1 and MATCHES databases. The results 
highlighted that, although the MSLPmin and MLAP values in the 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL databases are similar, the length and duration 
of ECL tracks are greater in NCEP1ECL. These differences are primarily 
due to the improved cyclone tracking scheme used by NCEP1ECL (LAPv2; 
Pepler et al., 2015). MATCHES and NCEP1ECL are both relatively easy to 
update and contain accurate representations of storm strength. How-
ever, the NCEP1ECL database affords ECL researchers the following ad-
vantages: 1) the ability to easily expand the scope of their studies beyond 
the ECL box; 2) more extensive track details in NCEP1ECL in terms of ECL 

track length and 3) the tracks in NCEP1ECL are complete, without the 
need for manual merging of multiple tracks. 

The approach taken in the comparison of the MATCHES and NCE-
P1ECL databases was conservative. Cross-comparison of the datasets was 
based on the pairing of events with respect to the time of MLAP values 
(intensity), latitude and longitude. The initial cross-validation process 
yielded multiple events paired from the MATCHES dataset to one event 
in NCEP1ECL, a feature rarely observed when the test was reversed. This 
issue resulted from multiple small tracks ("split tracks") in the MATCHES 
database belonging to one, longer event, the tracks thus needing to be 
manually merged. The merging process included consideration of time 
(consecutive tracks with a limited temporal gap), location (latitude and 
longitude), distance from track A (last point) to track B (first point) and 
velocity (longer distance permitted for faster systems). In addition, the 
potentially split tracks were also compared with MSLP charts when 
available. Once merged, these previously split MATCHES tracks (Fig. 1) 
were then paired with one NCEP1ECL track. 

The pairing of multiple MATCHES tracks to the same NCEP1ECL track 
is attributable to the formation of a secondary low during the NCEP1ECL 
track. Ultimately, the merging of split tracks decreased the number of 

Table 5 
Percentage of tracks that start in the ECL box for each database.  

Month MATCHES (%) NCEP1 (%) % Difference 

January 56 48 8 
February 61 47 14 
March 66 53 13 
April 69 52 17 
May 73 57 16 
June 73 56 17 
July 65 52 13 
August 69 54 15 
September 57 42 15 
October 51 46 5 
November 61 44 17 
December 58 44 14  

Fig. 7. The distribution of ECLs per month for NCEP1ECL (blue) and MATCHES (black). Dots represent the mean of the spread, and red crosses are the outliers. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 6 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired monthly 
counts of ECL events in NCEP1ECL and 
MATCHES. Statistical significance (α = 0.05) is 
outlined by an asterisk.  

Month p-value 

January 0.0254* 
February 0.0551 
March 0.3574 
April 0.6077 
May 1.0000 
June 0.0918 
July 0.0257* 
August 0.0452* 
September 0.2762 
October 0.1220 
November 0.0646 
December 0.0461*  
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Fig. 8. The time series of the NCEP1ECL (blue) and MATCHES (black) datasets until 2019, shown as a centred running mean (13 months), accompanied by a 6-year 
running mean. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 7 
Track properties corresponding with the timing of major ECL events in both databases. The identification (ID) number, maximum Laplacian value (MLAP) and 
minimum mean sea level pressure (MSLPmin) are listed.  

ECL event Duration MATCHES NCEP_1 

ID MLAP MSLPmin ID MLAP MSLPmin 

1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race 25 – 28 December 1998 2829 0.82 984.66 40401 1.12 971.17 
Pasha Bulker 7 – 9 June 2007 3273 0.54 998.82 46729 0.63 1001.1  

Fig. 9. Storm tracks from the NCEP1ECL and MATCHES database for two significant ECL events. The two events include the 1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race (A.) 
and the 2007 Pasha Bulker storm (B.). Events from the MATCHES (NCEP1ECL) database are in black (blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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ECL events present within MATCHES and influenced the CSI and com-
parison statistics by increasing the number of hits while decreasing 
misses and false alarms. Tracks in MATCHES have a greater likelihood to 
be paired with a corresponding NCEP1ECL track because NCEP1ECL has 
more events than MATCHES (i.e. potential false alarms) and is thus more 
likely to contain the events that MATCHES has. Conversely, NCEP1ECL is 
more challenging to pair with MATCHES because MATCHES is missing 
many of the events contained in NCEP1ECL (misses). Counterintuitively, 
the lower CSI of NCEP1ECL is the result of NCEP1ECL having more and 
longer ECL tracks. 

There are caveats associated with some tracks that were classified as 
false alarms or misses in the CSI test. The strict adherence to three cat-
egories (hit, miss and false alarm) and the right area (i.e. the ECL box) 
leaves no flexibility or consideration for varied scenarios. An example of 
this is evident in the 1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race storm event. The 
associated NCEP1ECL track is originally classified as a false alarm (and a 
miss in MATCHES). This issue is problematic because the Sydney to 
Hobart Yacht Race caused a great deal of damage and therefore is an 
important event from an impact perspective. However, if this storm 
were to be classified in terms of the CSI test for NCEP1ECL (and the ECL 
box for MATCHES), it would not be included as an ECL, unlike the Pasha 
Bulker storm. 

Both NCEP1ECL and MATCHES demonstrated similarities in monthly 
seasonality from 1950 to 2019. The comparison of monthly occurrences 
highlighted and reinforced some patterns in ECL seasonality mentioned 
throughout literature. The production of similar track variability to 
previous studies demonstrates consistency across ECL databases that 
incorporate differing cyclone tracking methods. These findings induce 
confidence in the ability of the NCEP1ECL to reproduce many of the sub- 
annual characteristics found in the MATCHES database and may even 
include additional information not contained in MATCHES. 

Within this study, both datasets conveyed a prominence of ECL 
events in the cooler months (April–September; Fig. 7). This pattern can 
be influenced by an increase in frontal and westerly systems being active 
across southern Australia (Fig. 5B. and C.; Browning and Goodwin, 
2013). Continental lows (CLs) within this study occur within the cooler 
and transition months (mainly spring). This result is more evident in the 
NCEP1ECL dataset than in MATCHES. A similar outcome is reflected in 
Browning and Goodwin (2013), where CLs and inland troughs (ITs) 
were more prominent in the austral spring and early summer months. 
However, CLs and ITs were less dominant during austral winter in their 
study. Summer and early autumn ECL tracks were composed of more 
northern-derived lows (Fig. 5A and Fig. S2), another finding mirrored in 
ECL variability in Browning and Goodwin (2013). Specifically, ECL 
occurrence during summer was commonly linked to tropical cyclones. 

Although not statistically significant, there were a number of ECL 
events present in the NCEP1ECL in December and January (Fig. 7) that 
were not contained in MATCHES. Many of these summer storms in 
NCEP1ECL are characterised by inland genesis (Fig. S4; Table S4 and 
Table S5), a crucial trait that could aid in storm and disaster manage-
ment because of the significant impact of these systems (e.g. the 1998 
Sydney to Hobart storm event). The increased ability of NCEP1ECL to 
resolve summer storms compared to the MATCHES database allows for 
these types of ECLs to be included in future research and enhance our 
knowledge and understanding of their potential drivers. Although pre-
vious studies such as Browning and Goodwin (2016) have outlined a 
decrease of “southern” lows and more “easterly trough” lows, there was 
no significant overall trend for the annual (Fig. 8) and seasonal (Fig. S7) 
timeseries for either ECL dataset. This finding was consistent with results 
from Dowdy et al. (2019) and Pepler and Dowdy (2021). Statistical tests 
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the CUSUM in the supplementary section; 
Table S2 and Table S3) for annual and seasonal timeseries (Fig.S7) also 
showed no significant shift from 1950 to 2019. 

The tracks in the NCEP1ECL database are on average over twice as 
long and almost twice the duration as the paired event in MATCHES. 
Track similarity was investigated in detail using two significant ECL 

events (Fig. 9, Table 7). There was no statistical difference between the 
NCEP1ECL and MATCHES tracks of the Pasha Bulker storm. However, the 
1998 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race tracks showed statistically significant 
differences in latitude, length and duration. The intensity of storm tracks 
is another dissimilarity between the MATCHES and NCEP1ECL data-
bases. The MLAP value for NCEP1ECL (MATCHES) tracks was recorded 
with a higher (lower) intensity. However, the MSLPmin for the tracks was 
lower (higher) in MATCHES (NCEP1ECL). These features could poten-
tially result from using a different version of the NCEP1 reanalysis 
dataset and tracking algorithm (Pepler et al., 2015). Comparing 
MSLPmin for both storms (of the case studies) to synoptic charts 
conveyed that the MATCHES pressure levels are closer to true values 
than those within NCEP1ECL. However, the differences are minor (~3 
hPa). 

As commonly seen in TC studies, there is always a degree of error in 
the visual representation of an event (Chand et al., 2019). However, due 
to the lack of ECL track studies, there is ambiguity around the most 
representative track pathway. This was evident in the track maps of the 
two case studies, particularly for the 1998 Sydney to Hobart storm 
event. The visual representation of a track smoothing function in the 
mapping software (ArcGIS) does imply that the MATCHES-derived 
Sydney to Hobart yacht track does indeed pass through the box, 
although all positional data points are outside the area. The split-track 
nature of the MATCHES database could also influence how this track 
is represented. With the additional length seen in the NCEP1ECL track, it 
is plausible that additional relevant, clipped tracks are present in 
MATCHES that were not connected to the main track segment. This is 
also an excellent example of the arbitrary nature of the ECL box – and 
how it may hinder ECL studies by omitting important ECL events. 

The extensive analysis that went into pairing events contained within 
MATCHES and NCEP1ECL identified some problematic characteristic of 
both databases that ultimately may have influenced the detailed results 
of this study – but not the conclusions. In some cases, manual merging, 
pairing and unpairing had to be undertaken. A range of track charac-
teristics (MLAP, latitude, longitude, velocity), combined with MSLP 
charts, were utilised to ensure that the track merging was appropriate 
for every individual case. Although a set of consistent filters and tests 
were applied to identify ECLs in this study, there may be a residual bias 
of ECL events in MATCHES due to a higher level of cross-validation with 
other studies. Another consideration is that several analyses (particu-
larly the August and December boxplots) produced a borderline statis-
tically significant result (p-values close to 0.05; Fig. 7). 

To reduce the complexity of this study, two ECL datasets were 
compared that used the same reanalysis (NNR1) database but different 
cyclone tracking schemes. However, it should be noted that there are a 
vast number of different reanalysis datasets that can and have been used 
for cyclone tracking (e.g. 20CR, JRA55, ERAI, ERA5, BARRA), and 
NNR1 may not be the ideal choice for ECL track studies (Fu et al., 2016). 
Low-pressure or cyclone comparison studies (e.g. Di-Luca et al., 2015; 
Eichler and Gottschalck, 2013) have demonstrated that, in comparison 
to other reanalysis datasets, NNR1 has a coarser resolution. 
Low-pressure systems or cyclones identified within the NNR1 dataset 
showed a lower mean intensity and a larger average size compared to 
the higher resolution datasets. The number of storm observations was 
also higher (lower) in austral summer (winter) for NNR1 (Di-Luca et al., 
2015). With respect to the present study, the monthly counts for summer 
ECLs in NCEP1ECL could be artificially inflated because of the reanalysis 
dataset used and require further study. Response to data assimilation 
schemes and how information is extracted from observations in both 
hemispheres was superior again in newer, higher resolution datasets 
than in NNR1 (Di-Luca et al., 2015; Eichler and Gottschalck, 2013). 
However, the advantages of using higher-resolution datasets for ECL 
studies are offset by the relatively short time span of these databases. 

For this study, the coarse resolution and other assimilation issues of 
the NNR1 reanalysis are accepted because NCEP1 and MATCHES are not 
restricted to the satellite period – encompassing a longer timeseries 
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(1950–2019). The ability to use data prior to the satellite period is 
important for extending future cyclone studies further back in time 
(Pepler, 2020a). Additionally, the CSI scores reinforced a negligible 
difference from the pre- and post-satellite period for the two datasets 
(Table S1), demonstrating the usability of the NNR1 and its derivatives 
before 1979. Other studies also support that all reanalysis datasets 
(including NNR1) for southern Australia are similar for cyclones 
throughout the satellite period (Pepler, 2020a). Ultimately, NCEP1 al-
lows the user to stipulate their own study-defined parameters for iden-
tifying ECL/high-intensity low-pressure systems (e.g. NCEP1ECL), 
including cyclonic systems outside the ECL box. However, to compare 
results from various ECL databases and studies, a consistent application 
of defining parameters is required. Thus, future ECL comparison studies 
could adopt already existing defining parameters (as seen in 2.2) to 
provide consistency (Kiem et al., 2016) and include extensions of these 
parameters to include larger geographic areas. In addition, a replication 
of this study using a higher resolution dataset such as ERA5 (when the 
preliminary version of 1950–1978 has been finalised) could prove ad-
vantageous for updating ECL databases in the future. 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis presented in this paper, we suggest that the 
NCEP1 database (Pepler, 2020a) is suitable and, in some cases, prefer-
able as an updated ECL database for Australia. Importantly, the ability of 
NCEP1 to recreate ECL tracks was comparable if not better than those 
produced in the MATCHES database. NCEP1ECL of this study contained 
more tracks than MATCHES, and paired events were approximately 
twice as long in length and duration. The nature of the NCEP1 database 
allows greater flexibility in defining ECL parameters – including areas 
outside the ECL box – and examining the origin and characteristics of the 
ECLs. Events in the NCEP1 database also require less manual processing 
to produce continuous, unbroken ECL tracks. The NCEP1 database and 
its derivatives provide more opportunities – and more accessible 
methods – for studying the nature of these destructive and often 
drought-breaking weather systems. 
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